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MATRIX RENUMBERING ILU: AN EFFECTIVE ALGEBRAIC
MULTILEVEL ILU PRECONDITIONER FOR SPARSE MATRICES
E. F. F. BOTTAy AND F. W. WUBSy
SIAM J. MATRIX ANAL. APPL. c° 1999 Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
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Abstract. In this paper a multilevel-like ILU preconditioner is introduced. The ILU factoriza-
tion generates its own ordering during the elimination process. Both ordering and dropping depend
on the size of the entries. The method can handle structured and unstructured problems. Re-
sults are presented for some important classes of matrices and for several well-known test examples.
The results illustrate the eciency of the method and show in several cases near grid independent
convergence.
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1. Introduction. Solving large sparse systems of equations continues to be a
major research area. This attention is caused by the fact that solving such equations
forms the bottleneck in many practical problems. For really large systems direct
methods become too expensive in CPU time and storage requirements, and therefore
an iterative approach is needed. In particular the use of preconditioned CG-type
methods has proved to be very competitive. It is also widely recognized that the
quality of the preconditioner determines the success of the iterative method. With a
proper preconditioner the choice of the CG-like accelerator is not that critical.
The preconditioner presented in this paper is a special multilevel-like incomplete
factorization. In this introduction we brie°y describe the various incomplete decom-
position approaches available today and their relation to the approach presented here.
The history of ILU factorizations is amongst others described in [15]. Moreover,
historical notes are to be found in the textbooks of Axelsson [1], Hackbusch [31], and
Saad [50]. The rst roots of the approach lie in the 1960s [13, 42, 43] and since then
the method has become applicable to a wide class of problems. Furthermore, analyses
for important classes of matrices could be made. Today, ILU factorizations are an
important tool for solving large-scale problems.
Classical ILU approach. The classical approach is to allow only ll entries in
the L and U factors, where the original matrix A has nonzeros. This simple approach
allows for a very ecient implementation by Eisenstat [25] and is still very popular.
As observed by Dupont, Kendall, and Rachford [23], an important improvement
in the convergence of the classical approach can be obtained by lumping the dropped
elements onto the diagonal. With this modication, the factorization, called MILU, is
made exact for a constant vector. For a more general matrix A Gustafsson [30] found
a similar result. For many second-order elliptic problems, the preconditioning with
the classical ILU gives asymptotically the same condition number as with diagonal
scaling, i.e., O(h¡2). After this simple modication this improves to O(h¡1). For M-
matrices the existence of ILU factorizations can be proved [35], but this is not the case
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for MILU factorizations. Here, the factorization may break down [24]. The subject
of existence is studied by Beauwens and Quenon [5] and Notay [38, 39]. Relaxed
forms of MILU have been introduced to prevent the problem of breakdown and bad
conditioning [40]. Problems occur at positions in the matrix where due to lumping
the diagonal becomes very small.
The classical approach is an example of drop-by-position, which can be generalized
by also allowing ll at other user-specied positions in the L and U factors. In general
it is dicult to determine where to allow ll. Hence, matrix-dependent approaches
are to be favored.
Matrix-dependent approaches. One may distinguish two approaches: one in
which only the nonzero structure of the original matrix determines the ll pattern,
and another in which the values of the coecients also are involved.
An example of the rst approach is the one based on the level of ll. The levels are
dened recursively. Entries belonging to the original nonzero structure of the matrix
are dened to have a level of ll of zero. Fills in the LU factors caused by entries of
level k have level k + 1. For many problems the size of elements decreases with the
level number and in practice the number of levels is kept low (see [50, section 10.3.3]).
This approach appears to be rather successful [17]. However, there can still be a lot
of ll of which most entries are very small.
In the second approach, called drop-by-size method (or incomplete factorization
by value, e.g., [1]) such small elements are dropped according to a dropping rule. Let
us brie°y review some of the drop-by-size strategies.
In the ILU method, proposed by Saad [50, section 10.4.1], the factors L and U are
constructed row by row, with L unit lower triangular. When constructing row i, rst
the 2-norm of the ith row of the original matrix is calculated. Multiplied by a user
specied tolerance, this is used as a drop tolerance for this row and the multipliers
used in the construction of this row. The ll in L and U is further limited by keeping,
besides the diagonal, only the p largest elements in the L and U parts of the row.
Axelsson and Munksgaard [3] and Axelsson [1] follow the standard construction
of the L and U factors. Elements in the part of the matrix still to be factorized at
step k of the construction are dropped if
ja(k)ij j  "ja(k)ii a(k)jj j1=2:
For block matrices the dropping condition is generalized to
jjA(k)ij jj  "fjjA(k)ii jjjjA(k)jj jjg1=2:
This approach is strongly based on symmetric positive denite systems.
D’Azevedo, Forsyth, and Tang [18] base the dropping rule on the maximum values
in rows i and j of the original matrix, i.e.,
ja(k)ij j < "min(jjaijj1; jjajjj1):
This condition is applied successfully to nonsymmetric problems. Nevertheless, one
should be careful when the maximum does not occur at the diagonal position and as
a result large multipliers may come across.
Ordering strategies. In any (I)LU factorization the ordering may have a signif-
icant impact on the amount of ll. Finding an optimal ordering is dicult (NP-hard),
but over the years several successful heuristics have evolved. Some well-known ex-
amples are (reverse) Cuthill{McKee, minimum degree, and nested dissection (see,
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e.g., [21]). For a variety of orderings the eect on preconditioned CGs has been
studied by Du and Meurant [22]. It turns out that orderings can have a dramatic
in°uence on the convergence and that the norm of the residual matrix R = A ¡ LU
is useful as an estimate for the quality of the preconditioning. It appears that for
ILU(0) the simple row ordering and the spiral ordering perform very well.
When more drop-tolerance controlled ll is allowed, the situation is dierent. Now
the red-black ordering and the alternating diagonal ordering are very competitive. In
the matrix renumbering ILU (MRILU) method, described in section 2, this type
of ordering is generated automatically for each new Schur complement during the
elimination process.
In D’Azevedo, Forsyth, and Tang [18] a near-optimal ordering is constructed
during the elimination process. The basic idea is to choose in each step of a level-of-
ll approach the next pivot node that minimizes the Frobenius norm of a discarded ll
matrix. Hence in some sense the norm of the residual matrix is minimized. For ILU(0)
on a standard Laplace problem this leads to an ordering very similar to the spiral
ordering and with ILU(1) a generalized red-black ordering evolves. This agrees nicely
with the results of Du and Meurant [22], who also show that in case of anisotropy the
ordering becomes even more critical. In such cases the method designed by D’Azevedo,
Forsyth, and Tang constructs an ordering that is dierent from the isotropic case,
leading to a better convergence. An interesting analysis for modied block incomplete
factorizations is given by Magolu [36]
Repeated red-black orderings have been studied extensively. Brand [12], and sep-
arately Axelsson and Eijkhout [2], analyzed this approach. Notay and Ould Amar
[41] showed recently a bound for the condition number of the preconditioned matrix
O(N0:153), where N is the total number of unknowns. Hence the condition number
comes close to the optimal value one. In [8] we considered a xed red-black order-
ing and combined this with a dropping strategy. It appeared that grid-independent
convergence is possible if used in a CG process.
MRILU as presented in this paper determines the ordering by itself. At every
block step in the process we determine an independent set, i.e., a set of unknowns
not directly connected in the graph. The unknowns associated with an independent
set can be eliminated simultaneously. This concept is stretched to the case of a weak
coupling. This is very similar to the work done by Saad [50] and Saad and Zhang
[51] in ILU with multielimination (ILUM); however, there each elimination is exact
and at a later stage the resulting system is solved by a simple iteration scheme. It
appears that in our approach again grid-independent convergence is possible even
for unstructured problems. An interesting side eect of red-black orderings is their
attractiveness for implementation on supercomputers. This was the basic argument
for Saad to develop ILUM. In [10] we constructed such an implementation for a
shared-memory parallel computer using block slicing to distribute the work over the
processors and jagged-diagonal storage to speed up the vector processing.
The above orderings ask for a matrix close to an M-matrix and are not very suit-
able for many other matrices. The (Navier{) Stokes problem, for example, leads to
matrices that dier largely from an M-matrix. The Stokes problem can be written as
a system with a symmetric indenite matrix. It has negative and positive eigenvalues.
The Navier{Stokes equation is a perturbation of the Stokes equation but is not sym-
metric. Another example is the convection-diusion equation with strong convection
and discretized by central dierences. In [27, sect. 4.4] an overview of direct methods
for this type of problem is given.
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The symmetric structure of the matrix is destroyed by partial or complete pivoting
and therefore we always employ diagonal pivoting (reordering). A form relevant to
our approach is the diagonal pivoting method of Bunch and Parlett [14]. In this
method the notion of a pivot is extended to 2 2 blocks that are used when, due
to large elements outside the diagonal, choosing a 1 1 pivot on the diagonal is no
longer stable.
Relation to algebraic multigrid. Grid-independent convergence has become
almost synonymous with multigrid. The algorithms in the multilevel world can be
classied into two groups: parallel subspace correction (PSC) and successive subspace
correction (SSC) [61]. Some papers use the corresponding terminology from domain
decomposition approaches: additive Schwarz and multiplicative Schwarz methods.
The two types are similar to the Jacobi and Gauss{Seidel methods. The rst is more
suited for parallel computations whereas the second is more attractive on sequential
computers. The classical V-cycle multigrid is an SSC method (see [61]), whereas
the Bramble{Pasciak{Xu (BPX) method [11] is a PSC method. In the classical ap-
proaches the sequence of nested subspaces is given and together with the correspond-
ing orthogonal projections the coarse grid matrices are constructed by means of the
Galerkin approach. One way to improve the robustness of this classical approach is
to use matrix-dependent projections [19, 44, 45]. As a next step the subspaces can be
determined by the matrix. This resulted in the so-called algebraic multigrid (AMG).
Although these steps were rst done in the multiplicative context they can also be
applied in the additive form (see [28]).
The approach we follow is connected with AMG as introduced by Ruge and
Stu¨ben [47]. In their approach two steps in particular are important. The rst step
is the selection of coarse grid points. The coarse grid points should be distributed
uniformly over the grid such that the matrix can be ordered in a 2 2 block partition
with the property that the coupling between points in A22 is weak. The second step is
the construction of an interpolation formula, again using the matrix entries. Once this
interpolation operator with a weighting of unity is settled, the coarse grid operator
can be constructed by a Galerkin approach. Thereafter the construction is started
again at the coarse grid. In the iteration process smoothing at each level has to be
applied to get rid of high-frequency errors. In [16] an AMG method is presented that
can handle nonsymmetric problems. Here, a special interpolation formula is derived
that can handle positive o-diagonal elements and is accurate for linear functions.
Moreover, the coarse grid operator is computed more accurately by an approximate
elimination. This results in a rather robust method.
In a certain sense our approach may be viewed as such an AMG method. However,
we don’t use smoothing and the prolongation and restriction operators appear in
a natural way during the decomposition. As with AMG only one algorithm can
handle various problems, which is not the case for the geometrically oriented multigrid
algorithms.
In the following we will assume that the matrices originate from a partial dier-
ential equation (PDE) without any specic scaling of columns. If possible we start
with a symmetric matrix; otherwise a row scaling is performed such that a reasonable
degree of normality is obtained [17]. In the case of a system of PDEs the unknowns
should be properly scaled by the user. Note that dropping strategies are sensitive to
scaling. Scaling is a dicult job and can best proceed on a problem-by-problem basis;
see [27] for further discussion.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical multigrid ordering in NGILU.
2. MRILU. MRILU generalizes an earlier method called nested grids ILU
(NGILU) [8]. For a better understanding of MRILU we will therefore start with a short
description of this method. NGILU uses a multilevel approach as in multigrid and
combines a hierarchical multigrid ordering of the unknowns with an easy-to-construct
ILU factorization using a special drop tolerance technique. The construction of the
incomplete factorization is illustrated by a brief discussion of the rst reduction step.
Suppose we start with the system Sx = b on the grid given in Figure 1. On this grid
we distinguish between points/unknowns  and , where the dots are the points from












For many problems it can be shown that S11 is well-conditioned. Think of S11 as
the matrix that remains when the unknowns in the dots are prescribed. In that case
we will get rid of the smallest eigenvalues and the corresponding smooth eigenvectors
(low frequencies). For this well-conditioned S11 we can easily construct a sparse

















Here the Schur complement
S(2) = ~S22 ¡ ~S21 ~S¡111 ~S12
corresponds with the reduced system obtained after elimination of the unknowns in
the circles. Now we repeat the process for this reduced system on the coarser grid
given by the dots in Figure 1. We continue this approach until we obtain a Schur
complement small enough to be solved with some standard method and we nally
arrive at the incomplete factorization
A = LU +R;
where R is called the residual matrix. To obtain grid-independent convergence, it
is essential that the drop tolerance " decreases as we go to higher levels (normally
by a factor of 4 or 5 in two dimensions). If we consider, just as an illustration, the
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extreme case that the residual matrix has only nonzeros in the rst left upper part
R11, the vector Rx contains only components of the rst level. With this type of
preconditioner all low-frequency errors are eliminated immediately and the iterative
method has only to remove high-frequency errors with a wavelength in the order of
the mesh size.
This approach can be combined with Gustafsson’s modication. It is also ad-
vantageous to use an appropriate ordering of the unknowns within each level. For a
ve-point stencil we can use a red-black ordering. This oers the possibility of start-
ing in the rst step with an exact reduction of about half of the unknowns. This will
always be the starting point and the preconditioning and acceleration are actually
performed for this reduced problem.
Some results of NGILU are given in the next section. For many problems NGILU
leads to fast, smooth, and (almost) grid-independent convergence. However, short-
comings of NGILU are the need for a structured grid and, for supercomputers, the
sequential nature of the forward and backward substitution when solving LUx = b. It
also turns out that the method does not perform well on stretched grids, a property
it shares with a number of popular iterative methods [9].
The problem with NGILU is that the numbering is based entirely on the grid
and does not take into account the size of the nonzero elements of the matrix. For
an ecient factorization it is crucial that the upper left blocks S11 are always well-
conditioned. The diculties with the stretched grid are caused by the fact that there
this condition is violated.
These shortcomings have been overcome in MRILU, the generalized version of
NGILU. Here the renumbering is not made beforehand on the basis of the underlying
grid or the sparsity pattern [21] but is determined during the construction of an
incomplete block factorization using the sparsity pattern and the magnitude of the
elements. The method is related to ILUM of Saad [48, 49]. During the factorization
we guarantee by construction that the diagonal blocks to be inverted are strongly
diagonally dominant, i.e., the coecients of S11 satisfyX
i6=k
jsikj  "jsiij with " < 1:
By taking " small enough, we can approximate S11 by a diagonal matrix. This not
only simplies the construction of the next Schur complement but also leads to more
potential parallelism. The unknowns belonging to S11 can be eliminated simultane-
ously. This also means that the ordering within this level is no longer relevant.
For general matrices the renumbering can be constructed by a greedy algorithm.
In the implementation we keep track of the absolute sum of columns belonging to the
points selected for S11. For each following candidate we now can easily verify whether
it can be added to the (near) independent set selected thus far.




and the strongly diagonally dominant S11 is replaced by a diagonal matrix.
To limit the number of nonzeros, small elements will be dropped during the
construction. It is dicult to study the existence and stability of ILU factorizations
for general matrices and even more dicult to study the eect of dropping on the
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eigenvalues of the preconditioned system. Therefore dropping criteria as used in
practice are based on heuristics.
Dropping an element sij and, in the modied approach, compensating for this
dropping by adding sij to sii means a modication of row i and column j. Whether
this dropping is acceptable is usually measured in terms of sii and sjj . For stretched
grids or strongly varying coecients the diagonal of the next Schur complement can be
signicantly smaller than the original diagonal of S22. Relatively small modications
of the diagonal in S22 may be large compared to this new diagonal. The diagonal of
the next Schur complement can become even smaller in the steps to follow. This is the
main reason that the factorization can easily break down (cf. section 1). To anticipate
these problems we would prefer dropping criteria based on the nontrivial diagonal D in
the nal factorization. The diagonal of S11 becomes a (slightly modied) part ofD and
this explains that, just as with NGILU, dropping elements outside S11 is much more
critical. We limit the dropping outside S11 to S12 and S21 and approximate D within
S22 by the diagonal of the next Schur complement (temporarily calculated without
dropping outside S11). For dropping we now demand that on each row or column i the
sum of the absolute values of all discarded elements, including the values belonging to
earlier levels, is smaller than "jdij, with di the \updated" diagonal element on row i.
When dropping entries in S21 on a certain row, that same row might also be accessed
for dropping on higher levels. Therefore we limit the row space for dropping within
S21 even further and multiply the remaining space by the number of columns in S21
divided by the dimension of S. Finally, the available space for lumping on rows of S21
should not be consumed too fast and therefore only entries smaller than a quarter of
this space are dropped. Similar restrictions are made for the dropping within columns
of S12.
For many problems it turns out that the di become more or less constant during
the block factorization; see also [33]. This oers the possibility to simplify the drop-
ping strategy and use a constant di just from the start. In the next section we refer
to it as the simplied dropping strategy.
The above approach can be generalized to a block approach. To decide whether
entries in a certain block row can be dropped, we multiply this block row from the
left with the inverse of the corresponding diagonal block. This can be simplied
somewhat by considering only the absolute maximum in each column of this inverse.
The dropping in columns can be handled in a similar way using multiplication from
the right.
Theoretical results for this type of preconditioner or the related AMG-based ap-
proach are rare, as is also observed in [28]. In general it is restricted to existence of the
decomposition and analysis of special cases. For the case of a symmetric diagonally
dominant M -matrix some theoretical results with respect to the NGILU method can
be found in [56, 8]. For MRILU it is shown in [7] that on all levels the constructed
Schur complements are again symmetric diagonally dominant M -matrices. Similar
results can be found in [4, 46].
3. Results. In the rst two problems the typical behavior of NGILU is illus-
trated by a comparison to other standard methods. In the variety of problems that
follows, the results of MRILU are compared with those of several other methods. We
will focus our attention on the solution process.
Of course the cost for solving depends upon the quality of the preconditioner,
hence on the cost for its construction. For one of the examples described in section
3.4, i.e., the Poisson equation on a nite element mesh with 37,791 unknowns, detailed
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Table 1
Results on a nite element mesh for various values of ".
" Flops prec. Flops solving Flops Rel. ll Levels It.
0.7 152 1699 1851 0.77 12 45
0.6 174 1057 1231 0.86 13 27
0.5 194 727 921 0.95 14 18
0.4 223 546 769 1.1 16 13
0.3 284 501 785 1.3 17 11
0.2 368 441 809 1.6 19 9
0.15 481 424 905 1.9 21 8
0.1 764 363 1127 2.4 24 6
0.03 1684 311 1995 3.6 35 4
0.01 3279 293 3572 5.1 46 3
0.003 6231 246 6477 6.9 59 2
0.001 10221 296 10517 8.7 69 2
0 55562 749 56311 54.0 1
information about what happens when going from a rough preconditioner (" = 0:8)
toward a complete factorization (" = 0) is presented in Table 1.
The table shows (in °ops per unknown) the cost for the construction of the pre-
conditioner, the cost for solving, and the total cost. It further shows the ll (number
of nonzeros in the incomplete LU factorization divided by the nonzeros in the original
system), the number of levels, and, nally, the number of CG iterations needed for
a decrease in the 2-norm of the residual of the preconditioned system by at least a
factor of 106. The results for (" = 0) are from a standard Cholesky factorization. The
behavior shown in Table 1 is typical for MRILU. The results presented in this section
are obtained for a choice of " such that the cost for construction of the preconditioner
and the cost for solving are of the same order. Note that this choice is not very critical
with respect to the total number of °ops. The number of iterations is normally of the
order of 10. The presented results for solving can be somewhat improved by using a
smaller value of ". This certainly can be done in time-dependent or nonlinear systems
where the preconditioner can be used several times and the cost of its construction is
therefore amortized over several solves. For more detailed information with respect
to the costs and a comparison with other methods we refer to [6]. Unless denoted
otherwise we will use Bi-CGSTAB as accelerator.
3.1. Poisson equation on a uniform grid. For a Poisson equation with con-
stant coecients discretized on a uniform grid it may be expected from the discussion
in the previous section that the hierarchical multigrid ordering will work well. For
Neumann boundary conditions on all sides of the unit square, the results for a number
of standard methods and NGILU are given in Figure 2. The gure shows the number
of °ops per unknown necessary to improve the preconditioned residual by six dig-
its versus the number of unknowns. In modied incomplete Cholesky CG (MICCG)
small perturbations are applied to the diagonal as described in [32], i.e., before the
factorization all diagonal elements are multiplied by 1 + h2. The choice  = 10 is
almost optimal in the present case. With standard incomplete Cholesky CG (ICCG)
the number of °ops per unknown grows very strongly with the problem size. Per-
turbed MICCG does a much better job, but NGILU is by far the best and shows grid
independent convergence.
For this simple standard problem special-purpose solvers, e.g., solvers based on
FFT or cyclic reduction, are an order of magnitude faster than NGILU(0.2); see [6].
Methods such as the BPX method [11] or the multilevel ltering technique [34], which
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Fig. 2. Neumann problem ¡u = f on a uniform grid.
are designed for constant coecient problems (but also can operate on nonconstant
coecient cases), work well on this problem. From [34] we took the result of the
standard BPX method for the corresponding problem with 12,000 unknowns (a point
very near the left of our plot). To gain 6 digits 750 °ops are needed, about twice
as many as for NGILU(0.2). According to the bound for the condition number of
the preconditioned matrix O(log h¡1), this gap will increase with the number of un-
knowns. For this problem the multilevel ltering technique (an improvement of the
BPX method) using an appropriate lter is about as ecient as NGILU(0.2).
3.2. An aquifer problem. As a less trivial example we take a simplied aquifer
problem as described in [57]. The nonsymmetric system of linear equations is a result






















The diusion equation coecient function a(x; y) and the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the convergence behavior of Bi-CGSTAB
on a 201  201 grid for ILU, MILU, and NGILU. The standard MILU factorization
breaks down in this case. It is essential to use MILU with a small drop tolerance
[55]. Note the smooth convergence behavior of NGILU, which is very favorable; see
[57, 53, 52].
3.3. Poisson equation on a severely stretched grid. Investigating the °ow
in a driven cavity [58] leads to a solution where a lot of action occurs near the bound-
aries.1 To get enough resolution near the boundaries, a grid is used, as given in
Figure 5. Here we consider the solution of the homogeneous Poisson equation with
zero Neumann boundary conditions on an exponentially stretched grid, where the
ratio of maximum and minimum mesh size is given by hmax=hmin = 100. The results
are obtained for a nonzero starting vector and the stopping criterion u
(n)
max ¡ u(n)min <
1See http://www.math.rug.nl/~veldman/cfd-gallery.html.










































Fig. 3. Diusion coecient a(x; y).







































Fig. 4. Convergence behavior on an aquifer problem.
10¡6(u(0)max ¡ u(0)min). This type of problem may cause the convergence of standard
iterative methods (including multigrid) to deteriorate [9]. In Figure 6 matrix renum-
bering ICCG (MRICCG), the symmetric version of MRILU (with the simplied drop-
ping strategy), is compared to the standard methods SOR, ICCG, and MICCG. The
last one again uses a proper perturbation of the diagonal, and for both ICCG and
MICCG the ecient Eisenstat implementation is used [25]. Moreover, in MICCG a
small perturbation is applied to the diagonal. The gure shows for an M M grid
the number of °ops per unknown as a function of M . Clearly MRILU outperforms
the other methods. Moreover, it shows a convergence nearly independent of the grid.
All methods show their typical behavior. For SOR it is known that for the optimal
overrelaxation factor the convergence is 1¡O(1=M) (see [62]) and for ICCG a similar
behavior holds. This means that the work is linear in M . For MICCG the amount of
work is about
p
M . This is nicely re°ected in the results.
The stretching of the grid may also be interpreted as anisotropy. We applied
MRILU to many other types of anisotropic problems, among which are the two-
dimensional ones described in [29] and [34]. The behavior is always the same as for
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Fig. 5. Exponentially stretched grid.
























Fig. 6. Comparison with standard iterative methods on a stretched grid.
the problem described in this section and about 300 °ops per grid point are needed.
This means that an order of magnitude in eciency is easily gained with respect to
the results in those papers. Similar observations are made in [28].
3.4. Poisson equation on a nite element mesh. MRILU can handle arbi-
trary sparsity patterns. Here we will show results on a nite element mesh as given in
Figure 7. This grid is generated by a nite element package. On this grid ¡u = f
has been solved with Dirichlet boundary conditions. As stopping criterion we de-
mand that the 2-norm of the residual of the preconditioned system is decreased by
at least a factor of 106. Again we compare MRILU, with the simplied dropping
strategy, to some standard methods: a direct solver (a frontal method), ILU, and
MILU. The results are displayed in Figure 8, where M denotes the square root of the
total number of unknowns. As one may expect the direct solver is applicable only to
small problems. However, one should note that in the case of a repeated solve direct
methods may be attractive. For ILU we see again its predicted linear behavior. We
see the same behavior for MILU because the perturbation is dicult to choose on a
general mesh. MRILU shows again its nearly grid-independent convergence. Hence,
it performs equally well on structured and unstructured grids. For a comparison with
other advanced methods on this problem see [6].
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Fig. 7. Finite element grid.


























Fig. 8. Comparison on a nite element grid.
3.5. Centrally discretized convection-diusion problem. In this section
we will show how MRILU can be applied to convection-dominated problems. We
consider the model problem
¡uxx ¡ uyy + aux + buy = f; a; b 1:(2)
In many °uid °ow problems convection plays a central role. However, numerically
there are some diculties associated with the terms modeling this phenomenon. For
a sucient accuracy one usually needs at least a second-order discretization. A simple
one is the central discretization
ux  (uj+1 ¡ uj¡1)=(2x):(3)
In strongly convection dominated °ows this results in weak coupling of odd and even
points, which may result in the occurrence of so-called 2-x wiggles. For that reason
articial diusion often is used to restore the coupling.
On sucient ne grids, nevertheless, central dierences are the most accurate
[58, 59], but we have to face some problems concerning the coecient matrix. In
strongly convection dominated °ows this matrix may be far from an M-matrix. The
diagonal is weak with respect to the o-diagonal elements. This is especially dicult
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for incomplete decompositions. In complete decompositions partial pivoting usually
is used to overcome this problem. However, this destroys the structure in the matrix.
It is also possible to precondition on the basis of the so-called one-sided discretiza-
tion of the convection-diusion problem. (For more details on these defect correction
type approaches see [20].)
We prefer the use of a block form, as will be explained below. In one dimen-
sion there is much similarity between our approach and nested dissection or cyclic
reduction. Therefore we will introduce our block form by that method.
One-dimensional cyclic reduction. Consider the stencil
[1 " ¡ 1]
as a simplication of the convection-diusion stencil in one dimension. Eliminating
the unknowns at the odd points of the grid results in a system for unknowns at the
even points for which the stencil is given by
[¡1=" "+ 2=" ¡ 1="]:
To obtain this stencil, multipliers 1=" have to be used. In practical computations
" may become as small as 0.01, resulting in large multipliers. However, after this
unusual step a symmetric positive denite system occurs which can be solved by
standard approaches. Elman and Golub [26] show how such an approach can be
utilized.
One-dimensional block cyclic reduction. Suppose we keep unknowns of two







































Observe that all elements in the multiplier are now less than one. Hence, the
reduction is stable. Furthermore, observe that the diagonal elements of the central
block have become larger. As the process is repeated these elements keep growing.
(In fact they double as long as they are small with respect to the other elements in
the block.) This is a favorable situation which says that the coupling of the unknowns
within a pair will become stronger during the reduction and eventually will x the
coupling between odd and even points in the back substitution. Observe that this
block approach is applicable for any " and thus also in cases where it is not necessary.
The extension of this block approach to two dimensions is done as follows. Pairs
are chosen on the basis of the dominant °ow direction. These pairs are maintained
during the whole process. (Note that one could form new pairs for each new Schur
complement. This gives slightly better results but is of course also more expensive.)
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Table 2
Convection-diusion problem with a = 10,000, b = 1000.
Problem Fill Rel.ll It. Flops
SCR Low 2.0 35 2390
 = 2417 Mod. 2.6 11 911
High 2.8 5 451
SBlCR Low 0.9 8 435
 = 18 Mod. 1.4 4 268
High 1.8 3 230
Convection-diusion with constant coecients. We will present some re-
sults for the convection-diusion problem (2) with a = 10,000, b = 1000. The domain
is the unit square; we take Dirichlet conditions at x = 0, y = 0, and Neumann con-
ditions at x = 1; y = 1, and improve the preconditioned residual by 6 digits. The
number of equidistant grid points in each direction is 32. We choose a convection-
dominated °ow (mesh Peclet number about 150) and compare the standard approach
without blocks, resulting in exactly the same Schur complement as the one used in
[26] with the block approach. The results are displayed in Table 2. The rst column
gives the condition number of the rst Schur complement in both approaches and one
observes a dramatic dierence. The second column gives a fuzzy indication of the ll.
This is made more explicit in the third column, where the ll needed for the decom-
position relative to that of the original matrix is given. The fourth column shows the
number of iterations and the last column gives the °op count for the solution process.
Note the relation between the bad conditioning and the iteration. In the pointwise
approach far more ll is needed to get an acceptable number of iterations.
Comparison on a rotating °ow. For a convection-diusion problem posed by
Morton [37] we will compare our result with those of Elman and Golub [26, Tables
6.1 and 6.2]. In this problem the coecients of the rst derivatives vary and can
be interpreted as velocities belonging to a rotating °ow. For this problem Elman
and Golub use two methods: block Gauss{Seidel and GMRES combined with block
ILU. For the choice of the blocks four variants are considered. They are displayed in
Figure 9. Our comparison will be expressed in °op counts. In Table 3 the results are
shown when the residual is improved by six digits starting with a random vector. Here
(2,M{) denotes that a block size of 2 has been used with the unmodied approach
(M+ for modied). For 1=" = 100 the matrix is almost triangular, which explains the
good convergence for all methods. For 1=" = 1000 the block variant performs much
better than the other methods.
3.6. SHERMAN problems. Recently, Chapman, Saad, and Wigton [17] showed
results for incomplete decompositions on the SHERMAN problems 2, 3, and 5.2 In
this section we compare these results with those of MRILU. (For problems 1 and 4
MRILU performs analogously.) In Table 4 these problems are described brie°y. In the
comparison we adopted results from [17] of GMRES(50) with various preconditioners:
 ILUT: threshold drop tolerance and ll number;
 ILUD: Gustafsson’s modication variant of ILUT; drop tolerance only;
 ILU(k): dropping strategy based on \level of ll."
2SHERMAN problems are available as part of the Harwell{Boeing Collection at
http://math.nist.gov:80/MatrixMarket. Users should be aware that the block size in SHERMAN2
is 6 instead of the given number 5.
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Fig. 9. Blocks used in ILU and Gauss{Seidel.
It is interesting to compare our approach with these methods. The methods are quite
similar but MRILU adds the matrix-dependent ordering and the use of blocks. A
random right-hand side is used with a zero starting vector. The residual is improved
by eight digits. The results can be found in Table 5. For the SHERMAN2 problem one
observes that ILUD has serious convergence problems. It is well known (see section
1) that a modied ILU factorization is more sensitive to convergence problems than
its unmodied ILU variant. Here the unmodied ILUT performs reasonably only
with high ll. This is because one solves a problem with block size 6 by a pointwise
method. A pointwise version of MRILU has similar diculties with this problem.
The SHERMAN3 problem looks like a Poisson problem. The matrix is almost
symmetrical and it turns out that here MRILU can also be combined with CG. Com-
pared to Bi-CGSTAB, this doubles the number of iterations but also halves the num-
ber of matrix vector multiplications. Therefore the number of °ops is comparable.
The ordering produced by MRILU and the use of blocks for SHERMAN2 clearly
has a favorable in°uence on the results. An order of magnitude is easily gained for a
comparable ll.
3.7. The incompressible Navier{Stokes equations. In this section some
preliminary results for the two-dimensional incompressible Navier{Stokes equations
are presented. There is some resemblance to the AMG approach followed by Webster
[60].
The incompressible Navier{Stokes equations read
ut = ¡uux ¡ vuy ¡ px + 1
Re
(uxx + uyy);
vt = ¡uvx ¡ vvy ¡ py + 1
Re
(vxx + vyy);(4)
ux + vy = 0
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Table 3
Comparison on a rotating °ow.
31 31 grid
1/"
Method 10 100 1000
Ordering r.ll °ops r.ll °ops r.ll °ops
Nat. one-line 1098 243 >1350
Gauss{Seidel RB one-line 1071 261 >1350
Nat. two-line 1026 234 >1350
RB two-line 999 234 >1350
Nat. one-line 260 182 858
GMRES/ILU RB one-line 1071 702 1924
Nat. two-line 364 260 2262
RB two-line 624 676 1846
Fill (1,M+) (1,M+) (2,M{)
Bi-CGSTAB/MRILU Low 1.0 303 1.1 201 1.5 482
Mod. 1.4 238 1.5 165 2.4 434
High 1.9 198 1.8 136 3.8 321
63 31 grid
Gauss{Seidel Nat. 1-line >1350 198 >1350
Nat. 2-line 1161 198 >1350
GMRES/ILU Nat. 1-line 442 260 >3900
Nat. 2-line 520 312 1664
Fill (1,M+) (1,M+) (2,M{)
Bi-CGSTAB/MRILU Low 1.1 333 1.1 210 1.5 417
Mod. 1.5 271 1.5 170 2.3 335
High 2.0 237 1.8 154 3.4 307
Table 4
Short description of SHERMAN problems.
Problem Order Nonzeros Description
SHERMAN2 1080 23094 Thermal simulation, steam injection
SHERMAN3 5005 20033 Black oil, IMPES simulation
SHERMAN5 3312 20793 Fully implicit black oil simulator
with u and v the horizontal and vertical velocity, p the pressure, and Re the Reynolds








The diusion term is discretized using the standard second-order central scheme. For
the convection term a rst-order upwind scheme is used. The equations are solved
simultaneously; therefore we can keep together the unknowns belonging to a single
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Table 5
Flop count per unknown for SHERMAN problems 2, 3, and 5.
Method Fill SHERMAN2 SHERMAN3 SHERMAN5
r.ll it. °ops r.ll it. °ops r.ll it. °ops
ILUD Low 0.8 n.c. n.c. 1.0 77 8150 1.4 36 3905
High 1.6 76 15127 1.6 32 2907 4.0 17 1744
ILUT Low 0.7 145 25504 0.9 216 25174 1.0 30 2754
High 1.5 12 1661 2.1 46 5634 1.9 21 1772
ILU(k) k=0 1.0 45 8171 1.0 233 27316 1.0 36 3714
k=2 3.0 7 1327 3.1 50 6746 3.1 19 1810
(6,M{) (1,M+) (1,M+)
MRILU Low 0.4 4 634 1.0 19 747 0.6 8 380
Mod. 0.5 3 490 1.3 12 518 0.8 6 315
High 0.7 2 391 1.9 9 450 1.1 4 230
Table 6
Results for the incompressible Navier{Stokes equations.
Problem Fill Rel.ll It. Flops
Steady Low 2.7 14 1723
state Mod. 3.4 11 1557
High 4.1 9 1471
Time Low 1.1 13 1040
dependent Mod. 1.7 11 1067
High 2.1 9 982
where the coecients are 3 3 matrices.
In Table 6 we show results of the solution of a typical linear system coming about
in the Newton iteration in the steady state driven cavity problem; see [54] for more
detail. The problem is discretized on a 33 33 grid (3267 unknowns) and the precon-
ditioned residual is improved by six digits. For the time-dependent problem the time
step is such that a Courant number of approximately 1 is obtained. One observes that
the steady state problem asks for a much higher ll than the time-dependent problem.
4. Conclusions. Preconditioning techniques combined with CG-like iterations
methods provide powerful tools for solving large sparse systems of equations. Moti-
vated by the success of the nested grid method NGILU, we developed the more general
MRILU method, which also can be used on unstructured grids.
An attractive property of this method is that its structure is simple: it is merely
an ILU factorization. The essential ingredients are the ordering, which is carried out
during the factorization process, and the dropping, which has to be done carefully in
order not to destroy the convergence. Both ordering and dropping are based on the
size of the entries of the matrix.
Convergence behavior is observed that is nearly independent of the mesh size,
an attractive property for very large problems. The method has been applied suc-
cessfully to symmetric, nonsymmetric, and indenite problems. For many of the
problems shown in this paper the method decreases the number of °ops needed to get
a prescribed accuracy by an order of magnitude in comparison with other advanced
iteration methods. Implementations on high-performance computers are possible due
to the high degree of independence in the L and U factors.
The analysis of such a general method is dicult and will be the subject of future
research. It may be expected that this will lead to further improvements of the
method.
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